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Mea culpa : Again a. late newsletter, I fear. ~ a r ~ e l y  due to a bout of Ross River Fever 
which laid me low for over 3 months. It is one of those viruses that hits you harder the 
older you are, & I an1 no spring chicken. In the meantime the weeds ran riot in my 
nursery area, & I am still restoring order. 

Weather & plant b1:haviour : A mild summer was followed by a cooler than usual 
autumn, early on, which got no colder until the first frost (-3 degrees C.) on June 16th. 
The preceding 4 weeks or so had almost all been minimums of 10 degrees C or more. 

My surviving Cycas calcicola has stayed leafless this year, but the caudex is 
still firm, so it is probably alive. C. megacarpa plants (from around Bundaberg) in my 
garden can miss a year, I've noted. As of 15-7-01, my large C. armstrongii has its 

-leaves about 50% white,'& my biggest C. maconochiei-about 85 % white. My largest 
C. 'kennedyana' (prol~ably a hybrid of C. media) is about 20% white. They have 
reached their present stage of gradual shutdown about 6 weeks later than the 
equivalent stage last year. 

In late February 2001 my biggest C. armstrongii started to flush again, with 
30 new leaves ( a trifle shorter than those of the October flush).Among the exotic 
cycads, a group of ten Encephalartos lehmannii all had a second flush in April-May, as 
did many Dioons. As in previous years, some C. angulata are in every stage of leaf 
growth/senescence, in each month of the year. 

Funds : The study group is down to $33-50 in the bank, so I can't afford to decamp 
with the profits, & shall have to stop sending newsletters to anyone more than a year in 
arrears. I have placed a tick in the 1-line table below to indicate what my records show 
for each person. PAID UP TO : 

200 1-02 2000-01 1999-00 1998-99 

The good oil from overseas : The following article is from Tom Broome in Florida. I 
presume he is in a very high-rainfall area, since he has experience with so many part- 
rotted cycads. Perso~~ally, I have had no luck whatever with stem cuttings of Cycas 
spp. from northern Australia, & have not experimented much with exotic 
species.Cycas revoluta is no problem, nor is C. taitungensis. Stem cuttings of 
Macrozamia lucida are sometimes sucsessfbl. A pineapple farmer near Childers cleared 
a paddock of trees by bulldozer, & then disc-ploughed it. Just about every scalloped 
slice of M. lomandrioides gave rise to one or more new plants. 

In the Northern Territory, caudex damage by bushfires &/or termites (the 
N.T. has much more voracious tremites than southern Australia) is very common in 
Cycas spp., & often leads to one or several new upright stems coming from a basal 
caudex remnant, whish is often subterranean & only found when one tries to dig out an 
apparently small cycad. Of course, these are 'suckers' & not cuttings. 



The following article is from the July 2000 newsletter of the S-E Qld 
branch of PACSOA. 

Never Throw Away a Cycad 

by Tom Broome 
L- ' The most common way our cultivates cycads die is from the rotting of skems and mots. Most people a: : will see their plant stop growing and wonder what is wrong, but do nothing. This is the first sign of  root 

D> rot. They will wait until the leaves collapse before they wonder if something is wrong with their plant. 
In many cases, at this point it is too late. When the above ground stem totally i-ots away or is destroyed 
in a freeze, most people will discard the remains. In this article, I will tell you how to save your plants, 
as well as give you some insight into an unusual way of propagating your gycads. -. 

CJ,);, Any cycad can be cut up into pieces to make a new plant. Each genus of cycad will produce growth 
' fiom a different part of the plant. Zamia, Bowenia, and Smrtgeria will produce new plants frdm any 

a>; part of the stem or root. Cycas species will produce new plants from the outside edge of the stem. These 
. plants come from the leaf bases very much like offsets are produced. Ceratozamia, Eneephalartos, and 

3; . Macrozamia will produce plants from the leaf bases, as well as from the inside of the stem. Dioon 
produces plants from the area just inside the leaf bases. I have found that the leaf bases from a large 

Cj; : Dioon can be two to three inches thick. I have not,worked with the other genera to see from where the 
- j growth is generated. I would assume that Chigua is similar to Zamia. 1 would also assume that 
L: Lepidozcanria and M i c r a c k  are similar to Enccphniortos. Any stem apex m be cut and prepared so 

. new mots will grow from the base. It is interesting to note that the larger the cut on the stem, the more -5; mots that will be produced. ' '% 

- - T o  ' 
4 3  0) ; ~hether'you ,are trying to produce more, plants or trying to save a dying plant, the process is the same. 

-a1.; The plant matchal must be sterilized as much as possible, then the material must harden before the new 
, growth can be produced. When trying to grow roots on a damaged stern apex, you must cut it back until 

. ' thRe is no rot showing at the base. All cuts need to be as smooth as possiblbAny jagged edges can be a m: ! point for fungus to form. Next, soak thestem in a fungicide for a few minutes. I like to use Daconil, but 
"=.: there are many other pioducts that will work as well. Remove the stem and let it air dry. Once it has 
a' \ dried, I like to paint the wound with black " tree sealer". Using tree sealer is not necessary, but I have 

' h; , I found that using it will increase your success rate. The alternative is to let the wound dry for up to 
m.: . i 3evmd days before planting. Orxce the stem is ready to plant, I place them in pure sand. Any inorganic, 
; i sterile medium wi1I do but I. personally like sand. I have found that perlite works very well, and seems to 

hold less water if you are in an area where moisture can be a problem. Place the stem in the shade, and 
do not water until it phduces roots. If you live in a very arid part of the wodrld, it would be good to LI= 

0: : lightly water every other week or so. If leaves are produced before the stem roots in, spray the leaves 
. without letting the medium get too wet. I have talked to many people that.have been lucky enough to 

V); purchase Enrephqlartos woodii offsets. Most of these people have told nie that their plant produced 
<u, leaves and then died. The secret to these plants is to cut the leaves off until the roots are produced. 

-.-, 
+ Without roots to pump water into the stem, the leaves will actually draw moisture out of the stem, and 
Q)' kill it. The "plant-to-be" can live afffif the starch in the s tem until roots are produced. If you are trying 
I%-+ 

CI: . to save a plant where the apex has rotted, cut and treat the wound in a similar manner. Even though 
0: 1 there are roots, do not over-water. 

Figure 1 (Left) shows a Dioon spinuloszlm that totally 
froze to ground level and rotted aRer the 1989 freeze, 
when temperatures went down to 17F . Notice that the 
growth came from an area close to the outside edge of the 
stem. Stem cuttings can be used to start new plants from 
all cycads. Usually, many plants can be produced from a 
single stem cutting. When working with Zamia, Bowenia, 
and Stangeria, I will make wafer-type cuts and process 
both sides the same as I mentioned before. I like to plant 
the stem cutting sideways, because I have found that new 
plants will be produced from both sides of the stem 
cutting. Also, moisture will not puddle on the top of the 
cut side as it would if planted the other way. 



e? fl  

Figure 2 (Below) shows a Z~miapumi la  cutting planted 
in sand. Figure 3 (Right) shows the same cutting. Notice 
that there are seven new plants already growing from the 
one side of the stem. Even though there were no plants 
on the other side, this cutting had only been processed a 
few months before. Sometimes it will take up to a year 
before all the new plants appear. 

ula 

the 
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Figure 4 (Left) shows a Bowenia speetabilis plant 
+h-t had foot rot. The root totally rotted, and then 

apex collapsed. I se$ed the apex as well as the 
tom of the stem. The bottom has re-rooted, and 

two apexes have grown on the top. 

Several yeats ago, a fdend of mine had a cycas 
revoluta rot fiom the top. I asked him to give me a 
section of the remaining stem to experiment with. I 
cut the s t a n  into sections, four inches thick. 

Figure 5 (Below) shows what was lefi of this 
section, tWee years later. I had already removed 75 
plants from this one section. For the sake of this 
article I pulled it out, and found that in the last year 
it had produced even more offset type plants. Notice 
that all the plants are produced from the outside 
edge, and the center of the stem has rotted a long 
time ago. Even a small piece of a stem can produce 
more-plants. 
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, Figure 6 (Below) shows a small piece of a Dioon edrcle stem. Notice the roots and the new plant is 

fomed on the inside of the leaf bases. 1 had only planted this piece three months before. For the sake of =:, 1 

I - - J \  : .is article, 1 pulled this piece out of the medium. It may not be ob"ous in the ph6~o,@iph,b6t &hre are 
- - : five more callus m a s  already forme$ that will become new plants, h'the next year; 1s to say how 
0' ' &- .. 1 

many more will be prodnced. Any of these smdl plants rm be scparat&d after they arelarge cnou& to 

' ---f*-tbi root on their own. In the case of Zootias, and other type plants, you canseparate the'srnall plants, or 
' 

, 
keep them the way they are to have a mulh-herded plant. Just like offsets, the Ntting will boy& el ne of 

, the original plant. Every mall stem cutting irom n female ~ a m i a ,  will p d v s &  a mu!ti-~rcrmn&d, %male 
plant. Starageria can be started from very small pieces. One day, I noticed a root growing out of a hole 1 

-X 

V>;, ' j 
in the bottom of the pot. I cut it off md planted it. Within,four months, this sma1t;Piiiece of root had . . ,, started anew p l d .  - ' + -  . '.% 

I cz / I hope this article has helped everyone &dentand how to sade ydur, cycad plants froin certain death in 
. a i the case of rot. So many times people will let their plant totally.die, because they do not know what to a : I do 10 save them. I am not suggesting for everyone to go out abd cut up all yow cycadr, but it is 
2; , interesting to lolow that these plants can be propagated in sukh 8 hanner. Cycads &e rpre enough as it 

, i  is, without people losing their existing plants to damage. With a lot of practice, this pr&edure could be . -'$ 

4 used to mass-produce rare plants, especially those species with only one sex remaining on earth. c4-:; ,:I 
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